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      ‘This is a very useful addition to existing resources –I hope it becomes a core addition to nursing reading lists everywhere.’




  
          Dr Aled Jones




              


    
      



 


 
      'This is an excellent sociology textbook that I will be recommending to my students.



  
          Mike Parker, Lecturer in Acute & Critical Care Nursing




              


    
      



 


 
      'Written by eminent researchers in the field “Understanding Sociology in Nursing” provides a unique and contemporary nursing perspective of sociology. The book is practice focused and supported by theory, making the text highly accessible for nursing students to understand why sociology is relevant and important to them. Highly recommended for undergraduate nursing.'




  
          Pam Page




              


    
      



 


 
      'Nursing is a crucial social activity. This fascinating book sociologically analyses the key issues of practice across the spectrum of care; the role and meaning of nursing, being a patient, the caring role, the body, overall management, macro theory and when things go wrong. It is brilliantly written; accessible, intelligent and moving.'

 




  
          David Ring




              


    
      



 


 
      'Understanding Sociology in Nursing will become a key text for both undergraduate and postgraduate students due to it’s comprehensive overview of the field. However, what excites me most is that my undergraduate students will be introduced to key influential authors such as Goffman in reading this book. I have ordered copies for my university library!'




  
          David Clark




              


    
      



 


 
      'Understanding Sociology of Nursing examines contemporary nursing from a critical perspective in an interesting and accessible style that encourages a reflective and questioning approach. The discussions of research and care investigations are thought provoking and will extend perspectives about nursing as a profession today.'




  
          Lesley Baillie




              


    
      



 


 
      Very useful for teaching BSc nursing students




  
          Miss Carmel Anne Quigley




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an excellent sociology textbook that will be of significant use to students on the BSc Nursing Programme - this book will also provide a useful resource for students on a post-grad course for students who are new to sociology.

A very well written book, 5*




  
          Mike Parker




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent, intelligent contextualising of nursing.

Recommended for any student and registered nurses interested in the sociological element of nursing.




  
          Mr David Ring
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    This title is also available on SAGE Knowledge, the ultimate social sciences online library. If your library doesn’t have access, ask your librarian to start a trial.
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